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Introduction: Major questions in Venus Sys-
tem Science [1] include: “1) Was Venus ever 
Earth-like, with a clement atmosphere, oceans 
and conditions conducive to the formation and 
evolution of life? 2) If so, when and how did the 
transition take place to the decidedly non-Earth-
like conditions of today? 3) If life had evolved 
on Venus in an earlier Earth-like environment, 
could evidence be preserved on the surface in 
the form of geochemistry, fossils or sedimentary 
structures? 4) Could fingerprints of ancient bio-
logical activity, or evidence of current activity, 
exist in the atmosphere of today?”  In this con-
tribution we: 1) assume the hypothesis that Ve-
nus was once Earth-like; 2) examine the geo-
logic record to address when and how the tran-
sition to the decidedly non-Earth-like conditions 
of today could have taken place; and 3) assess 
the implications for preservation of evidence of 
fossil life on the surface or current biological ac-
tivity in the Venus atmosphere.  

A number of recent studies have focused on 
forward-modeling of the origin and evolution of 
the Venus atmosphere with the current atmos-
phere as the end-product, defining and assessing 
the nature and abundance of volatiles derived 
from the interior and from space, their influence 
on the atmosphere and interaction with the sur-
face, and the rates of their loss to space [2-4]. 
Several forward models have found that more 
Earth-like clement conditions [2], with oceans 
and an N2-dominant atmosphere [3-4], may 
have existed into the last ~20% of the history of 
Venus (Fig. 1), the age of the oldest observed 
geologic units [5], the tesserae [6], and the 
global volcanic plains that followed [7].   

Critical to the assessment of these models is 
the role of volcanism, the primary process of 
transfer of volatiles from the Venus mantle to 
the surface and atmosphere. In this study, we use 
the current atmosphere as a baseline and work 

backward in time, assessing the nature and mag-
nitude of the major phases of volcanism re-
vealed in the geological record [5], their style 
and magnitude of volatile output [7], and the 
candidate effects of their volatile release on the 
observed atmosphere. The atmospheric pressure 
of the current Venus atmosphere (93 bars) is suf-
ficient to significantly inhibit the exsolution of 
key volatile species during effusive eruptions 
[8-9] and to preclude explosive volcanic activity 
that could deliver exsolved volatiles high into 
the atmosphere, except in extreme cases where 
the volatile content exceeds several wt% [9].   

We specifically address the following ques-
tions: 1. Does the eruption of the total volume of 
extrusive deposits observed on Venus contribute 
significantly to the current atmosphere? 2. How 
does the volume of the most recent phase of vol-
canism (lobate plains; large shield volcanoes) 
affect the interpretation that observed atmos-
phere SO2 levels are related to current ongoing 
volcanism? 3. Could the period of near-global 
volcanic resurfacing (psh, rp1,2) have produced 
the current atmosphere? 4. Do the characteris-
tics of the oldest units (tesserae) shed any light 
on whether the current atmosphere largely pre-
dates the observed geologic record (dating from 
sometime in the first 80% of Venus history) or 
was produced during the last 20% of the history 
of Venus? Addressing these questions provides 
a framework on which to define the array of 
evolutionary pathways that Venus and Earth 
might have followed, refine further the future 
questions and approaches to the exploration of 
Venus, and assist in the interpretation of the 
dozens of new Venus-like exoplanets.   

The Magellan mission provided global image 
coverage that enabled identification of geologic 
units and their stratigraphic relationships, the 
construction of a global geologic map [5], as-
sessments of the nature and role of volcanism 
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[7] and tectonism [10] with time, and estimates 
of the absolute timescale of these events [13]. 
The observed geological record provides an es-
timate of the nature of volcanic units, their areal 
coverage, their stratigraphic relationships and 
thicknesses, and estimates of the timescale of 
their emplacement. A summary of the key data 
for volcanism is presented in [7], their Fig. 26 
and Table 5).  

We converted the volumes of the main vol-
canic units [7] to lava/magma masses using a 
density of 3000 kg m-3. Next, we chose the up-
per value where there is a choice of 2 possible 
thicknesses, and added the contributions from 
all of the units ("total eruptives" in [7] Table 5); 
summing the values of the "total eruptives" 
gives the absolute upper limit estimate of the 
mass of documented volcanics that could con-
tribute to the atmosphere, 7.335 ´ 1020 kg. We 
then compare this with the current mass of the 
Venus atmosphere (4.8 ´ 1020 kg). We find that 
in order to make the current atmosphere from 
the observed volcanic units, the magma would 
have to consist of 65.4% by mass volatiles, 
which is, of course, impossible. We conclude 
that the grand total of the currently documented 
volcanics cannot have produced other than a 
very small fraction of the current atmosphere. 

Exsolution of volatiles during volcanic erup-
tions is significantly dependent on surface at-
mospheric pressure [8-9]. As a specific exam-
ple, we next looked at the contributions of SO2 
to the current atmosphere. The current SO2 con-
tent of the 4.8 ´ 1020 kg atmosphere is 150 ppm, 
so there is a mass of 7.2 ´ 1016 kg in the atmos-
phere. Gaillard and Scaillet [3; their Fig. 3] 
show that the amount of S released from their 
typical basalt, even if it is decompressed to the 
lowest Venus surface pressure, 40 bars in the 
highest terrains, is only ~1.6% of the assumed 
inventory, 1000 ppm, i.e., 16 ppm of S. SO2 has 
a molecular mass of 64, double that of S, so this 
represents 32 ppm of SO2. The total erupted vol-
canic mass is 7.335 ´ 1020 kg; 32 ppm of that is 
2.35 ́  1016 kg. In summary, the total mass of all 
volcanics could have released 2.35 ´ 1016 kg of 

the current 7.2 ´ 1016 kg, i.e. 32.6% of the cur-
rent SO2 in the atmosphere. Taking only the re-
cent volcanism total amount (pl, 1.365 ´ 1020 
kg; [7; Table 5]) shows that this is only 18.6% 
of the grand total. We conclude that it is highly 
unlikely that a significant amount of SO2 is be-
ing constantly supplied to the atmosphere by re-
cent volcanic activity, particularly in the period 
of eruption of pl emplacement, representing the 
vast majority of the total observed geological 
record. 

Discussion:  On the basis of these data and 
simple calculations we present the following 
findings and explore their implications for the 
climate history and habitability of Venus: 1. The 
current high atmospheric pressure severely in-
hibits the degassing of mantle-derived S, H2O 
and CO2 brought to the surface by volcanism 
and its contribution to the atmosphere [8-9]. 2. 
The current high atmospheric pressure severely 
inhibits plinian explosive eruptions that can de-
liver volatiles directly into the atmosphere on 
Earth and in Mars-like low-atmosphere density 
environments [9]. 3. The total volume of lava 
erupted in the stratigraphically youngest period 
of the observed record (pl, rift-related, volcanic 
edifices) is insufficient to account for the current 
abundance of SO2 in the atmosphere; thus, it 
seems highly unlikely that current and recently 
ongoing volcanism could be maintaining the 
currently observed ‘elevated’ levels of SO2 in 
the atmosphere [11]. 4. The total volume of lava 
erupted in the period of global volcanic resur-
facing (psh, rp1, rp2) is insufficient to produce 
the CO2 atmosphere observed today, even if the 
ambient atmospheric pressure at that time was 
only 50% of what it is today. Therefore, a very 
significant part of the current CO2 atmosphere 
must have been inherited from a time prior to 
the observed geologic record, sometime in the 
first ~80% of Venus history. 5. The amount of 
water degassed to the atmosphere during the pe-
riod of global volcanic resurfacing would have 
been minimal, even if the atmospheric pressure 
was only 10% of what it is today. Therefore, the 
current low atmospheric water content may be 
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an inherent characteristic of the ambient atmos-
phere and not necessarily require enhanced loss 
rates to space in at least the last 20% of Venus 
history.  6. Because of the fundamental effect of 
atmospheric pressure on the quantity of volatiles 
that will be degassed, varying the nature of the 
mantle melts over a wide range of magma com-
positions and mantle fO2 has minimal influence 
on the outcome.  7. If the period of global vol-
canic resurfacing was insufficient to produce 
the current atmosphere, then it seems unlikely 
that the immediately preceding period of tessera 
deformation could have occurred in the pres-
ence of a more clement, Earth-like atmosphere 
and climate with an active surface water cycle 
[12]. Higher resolution documentation of any 
types of atmospheric erosion patterns in the tes-
sera terrain will be a critical test. 8. The current 
Venus atmosphere may be a “fossil atmos-
phere”, largely inherited from a previous epoch 
in Venus history, and if so, may provide signif-
icant insight into the conditions during the first 
80% of Venus history.  9. If episodic periods of 
global volcanic resurfacing (such as seen in the 
observed recent geologic record) were responsi-
ble for building up the “fossil atmosphere”, then 
assuming an initial 1 bar atmosphere, more than 
90 similar global volcanic resurfacing periods 
would be required to produce the currently ob-
served CO2 atmosphere. 10. A critical question 
is: What was the atmospheric pressure/water 
content/solar insolation ‘tipping point’ that led 
to the general stabilization of this “fossil atmos-
phere”?  

Implications for preservation of evidence of 
fossil life and/or current biological activity in 
the Venus atmosphere [13]: On the basis of the 
results presented above, we find that the current 
atmosphere is likely to be a “fossil atmosphere”, 
formed sometime during the first 80% of Venus 
history. If an Earth-like clement atmosphere and 
oceans ever existed on Venus, the transition 
must date from a time prior to the observed 0.5-
1 Ga geologic record. This means that evidence 
for an ancient hydrosphere and biosphere should 
be sought in the tessera terrain [14], the 

stratigraphically oldest observed geological unit 
[7].  Such evidence might include sedimentary 
structures, distinctive fossils such as stromato-
lites and bioherms, trace fossils, and geochemi-
cal ad petrological fingerprints of aqueous alter-
ation; important will be the understanding of 
how the current atmosphere has altered such po-
tential evidence over the last 0.5-1 Ga. Our find-
ings also suggest that the search for evidence of 
life in the current atmosphere should consider 
that: 1) it has been exposed to the current Venus 
environment for a period in excess of 0.5-1 Ga 
and may have undergone commensurate evolu-
tionary changes [15], and 2) the current SO2 lev-
els are likely to be characteristic of the ambient 
atmosphere, and not due to recent input from 
volcanic eruptions. The coming decade of Ve-
nus System Science requires multiple disci-
plines and approaches, and new exploration 
concepts for both the atmosphere [16] and tes-
sera terrain.   
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Fig. 1. Possible climate history (Way & Del 
Genio, 2020). 
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